2016 Calendar Deadlines
31st July 2015 – Deadline for clubs to relinquish dates, apply for new dates,
inform the calendar subcommittee of any errors/ommissions etc. Please, check
your allocated AD/ADX allocations, as these may not be the same allocation as
previous years. AD/ADX allocations are made by the Agility Committee to
ensure the dates are spread throughout the calendar both in time and
location. This is to ensure fairness amongst the clubs within each zone.
Please contact the Agility Committee nzkcac@gmail.com if you have any
questions regarding the draft calendar.
31st August 2015 – The 2016 Agility Calendar will be finalised.
After this date any changes, alterations to dates etc will need to be applied for
directly with the agility committee. nzkcac@gmail.com
Procedures:


Any club wishing to hold an event on a date already held by another club, will not be
approved unless the club holding the date wish to relinquish this date. Negotiation between
the two clubs should be done at club level, before contacting the calendar subcommittee.
The Agility Committee will only become involved if the club holding the date is willing to
relinquish their allocated date.



Clubs wishing to hold an event on a date already held by another club, may apply to do so to
the Agility Committee, only if the event is to be held somewhere where it is probable the
entries will not impact on the club already approved to be holding an event (for example in
another island, or at extreme ends of an island, or a ribbon trial wanting to be held on the
same date as an existing champ show being held three hours away geographically).



Clubs whose dates are susceptible to outside influences such as movable festivals will be
accommodated where possible, and other clubs’ dates may be moved slightly to allow this.
Clubs whose dates are changed slightly each year will be notified.



A final calendar will be published after all deadlines have occurred. This calendar will then be
submitted to the NZKC.

